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features a multipurpose lounge that allows for more live, work, and
play options.
At New York’s Smyth Hotel, Shawmut redid the 7,900-sf public
space—lobby, main entrance, and storefront, plus an interior ﬁtout
of an existing restaurant—by dividing the lobby into four sections: a
living room, den, library, and evening bar. “We created spaces that
aren’t traditional, that are more relaxed,” says Tobin.
He and other AEC sources note that this focus on lobbies and
public spaces is a concession to younger guests, who simply don’t
want to stay in their rooms. For business travelers, a more functional
lobby—with reliable WiFi, plugs everywhere, and food and beverage
at the ready—becomes an extension of their ofﬁces and businesses.
Luxe lobbies, especially those adorned with art, create a sense of
place—“the unexpected experience that guests will talk about,” says
Michael Everett, Sage Hospitality’s Chief Investment Ofﬁcer.
Such is the case at The Lodges, a $7 million, 16-room modular
hotel that opened last summer on Vashon Island, Wash. It features
two communal spaces—the Public House and the Pavilion—that
can be reserved for wedding parties, ofﬁce retreats, or group functions. “Guests are looking for places that are smaller in scale and

seasonal,” says Jena Thornton, Managing Director of Eagle Rock
Ventures, which owns The Lodges and 17 other properties.
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A brand for every personality.

In September, Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide opened
its 100th Aloft-brand hotel. The 105-room hotel, in College Station,
Texas, features a 24-hour gym, 1,500 sf of ﬂexible meeting space,
and a one-stop gourmet grab-and-go food/beverage area (“re:fuel at
Aloft”). It also hosts a live-music series.
Starwood operates hotels under 11 brands, from the traditional
Westin and Sheraton to the W Hotels, whose success some believe
triggered the hotel branding craze. NORR Architecture’s Norich
thinks Hard Rock Café’s venture into hoteling set the pace. Now, he
says, different brands appeal to different consumer attitudes.
By Hardy’s count, there are more than 200 hotel brands operating in the U.S. Marriott tops the list at 19. (That will go up to 30 if its
recent acquisition of Starwood Hotels and Resorts is approved by
regulators.) “All of them are targeting Millennials,” he laughs. “If you
took away the brand name, you wouldn’t be able to tell the difference
among most of them.”

n 2011, Marriott International entered
into a joint venture agreement with Spainbased AC Hotels to manage and franchise
AC Hotels’ brand across Europe and Latin
America. A by-product of this pact has been the
opening of five AC Hotels in the U.S.—in New
Orleans (in November 2014), Kansas City, Mo.,
Washington D.C., Chicago, and Miami Beach,
Fla. Marriott intends to open 50 more AC Hotels
in the U.S., one of which is scheduled to debut
in Portland, Ore., in December 2016.
“Marriott has been going through a learning curve” in adapting AC Hotels to American
customers’ tastes, says Michael Everett, Chief
Investment Officer for Sage Hospitality, which,
along with the property management firm
McWhinney, will own and manage the 13-story,
204-room Portland AC Hotel.
Marriott invited this project’s Building Team—
which included SERA Architects and Mortenson
Construction, which has completed 99 hospitality projects in North America—to tour several
AC Hotels in Spain. Lisa Zangerle, Director of
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Hospitality for SERA, visited nine
ACs, and noted how the newer
versions are more sophisticated,
with a distinct identity.
AC Hotels are known for lobbies that “feel like the local
neighborhood,” says Everett.
They are often adorned with artwork. For the Portland property,
McWhinney hired a local art conAC Hotels are known for lobbies that feel like the local
sultant who selected the pieces
neighborhood, and are often adorned with artwork.
that are on display, says Chad
the space for a restaurant, but dining options
McWhinney, his firm’s CEO.
will include European-inspired breakfas, a
The rooms in Portland will be a little smaller
than other AC Hotels. “The thinking is that
lounge offering small plates and cocktails, and
Stumptown Coffee, a popular local brew. The
younger guests will be spending more time in
hotel will offer a 24-hour fitness center and
the lobby and neighborhood,” explains Jeff
1,220 sf of media salons for small groups.
Madden, General Manager of Mortsenson’s
Madden estimates that the design and conthree-year-old Portland office. He confirms that
struction cost about $40 million. All SERA hotel
the AC Hotel’s “modern, cleaner design” is
projects target LEED certification, with a parmeant to complement the artwork.
ticular emphasis on wellness, says Zangerle.
Another big focus of the Portland AC Hotel,
—John Caulfield, Senior Editor
says Madden, is its bar. This hotel doesn’t have
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COURTESY SERA ARCHITECTS

LOBBY ARTWORK WILL ESTABLISH A SENSE OF PLACE FOR A BOUTIQUE HOTEL IN PORTLAND

